This report explores four emergent technology themes
and three experiential design themes that excited us
and will inspire our thinking at Imagination.
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And…CES 2018 has just closed. The show attracts 180,000 visitors
each year to Las Vegas, ranging from industry analysts to buyers
and journalists, all eager to know what’s next. Companies from
the smallest start-up to the largest multinational exhibit, each
hoping to help consumers understand both their standpoint on new
technologies and the products or services they‘ll use to deliver them.
As usual there were many new phones and laptops, all sporting
higher than ever resolutions for screens of all shapes and sizes.
But we’ve looked beyond the physicals, to stories that are more
fundamental to the way we will interact with our world.

Note:
We have not included 5G as a technology trend. While it was
a major story at this year’s show, we are more interested in
what 5G might enable, than 5G itself. If you hanker after
stories about 5G, take a look at this article from ZDNet. All of
the trends we’ve identified will be enabled by the exponentially
faster connection times that 5G will make possible.
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TECH TREND 1

Gø With
The Fløw

The seamlessly connected life was one of the most popular stories
being told by the big players. Samsung, LG and Intel all had stories
to tell about the flow of media and information from one screen
to another, and from one space to another. For instance, the way
music might flow from your bedroom to your kitchen, following
you effortlessly as you move, or the ability to check your fridge
from your car, helping you to decide whether you need to go to
the supermarket on the way home.

Low levels of this kind of connection are of course nothing
new – you can already take your Spotify playlist from your
desktop Mac to your Google phone and then into your vehicle,
as long as you tell your phone which audio system to use as
you move. The loci of this flow of data is slightly different, a
conversation between different devices talking to each other
rather than one cloud profile identifying different media outlets
as in the Spotify example. You’d need to buy an LG washer
and dryer if you wanted them to talk to each other, but once
set up you wouldn’t need to inform them where to send data
and they would pro-actively work in your interest, taking your
sportswear cycle on the washing machine and using that to
preset a sportswear cycle on your dryer.
Beyond these simple moments of real-time connection between
devices, there were more conceptual installations. Samsung
showcased a future home in which the whole space was
connected, from proactive ambient light settings all the way
to temperature control management and device controls.

Using voice and personal preference, we will truly be in
the era of the intelligent home – pro-actively arranging
our living space according to our needs.
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TECH TREND 2

Connected to our first theme is this one - machines with character,
or robots. In this theme we’re including AIs with personality as well
as physical robots that interact personally as well as impersonally.
One of the first big stories to come out of CES was
the LG keynote featuring their new robot intelligence,
CLOI (pronounced cloh-ee). CLOI is a small and cute
version robot about a foot high that doesn’t move but
does interact through voice and human-style vocal
and facial expressions. While it managed some cute
initial interactions on stage, when the time came for it
to begin connecting LG’s intelligent home devices in a
meaningful way, it just began blinking.

As AIs become more intelligent, cloud processing pace increases,
5G drives better connection and battery lives are extended,
the possibility of intelligent agents which do more than
connect our smart devices take a step closer.

But CLOI was the canary for the robotic trend that
we saw across the show. The robots ranged from
the equivalent of a Roomba for your lawn to the more
typical vision of a robot - some kind of proto-human
with similar size, arms, humanoid face etc.

Most interesting was the work being done by
Honda who showcased a range of robots from
an empathetic, soft-to-touch robot designed as a
family friend or helper, to a small all-terrain robotic
vehicle that could sport multiple attachments such
as crop-spraying or fire-fighting.

More obvious and less ground breaking were all
the opportunities to activate spaces and experiences
through voice, including personality-style AIs like
Alexa and Samsung’s new intelligent agent Bixby.
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TECH TREND 3

Vehicle Tech
Almost all the big consumer electronics players showcased some kind
of vehicle technology, varying from the ability to connect your car to
your house to autonomous vehicle technology. Intel shared research
they had done into the trust issues around first-time use of autonomous
vehicles, as well as demonstrating their LiDAR technology that allows
cars to understand their location in time and space, including a BMW
that would roll out to the public in 2021.
Samsung had a whole section of their Smart City devoted to in-vehicle
tech and HMI, including their new intelligent agent Bixby. Their focus
was enhancing the in-car experience for drivers and passengers through
distributed screens and the ability to control the environment through
touch and voice.

More interesting and ground-breaking was the
work presented by software developers Qualcomm,
using their platform to enable intelligent reactions
by emergency vehicles around traffic obstacles.
They presented these in real-time via a link to a
test drive pad in the desert, and parking via a
real-time link to Shanghai.

Automotive companies displayed developments
in in-car interface design, such as the transparent
A-pillar from Kia and haptic response seats, and
explored how autonomous vehicles will interact
with the real world and each other. Ford had an
interesting research project with Virginia Tech to
test ways that autonomous vehicles will interact
with pedestrians at crosswalks, using light patterns
to indicate that they are safe to cross.

It was notable that the automotive story is breaking out of the
North Hall (it’s traditional corral) and spreading itself across
CES, as big electronic businesses sense a business opportunity
and as our world becomes more and more connected.
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TECH TREND 4

Next Gen VR
Wireless VR headsets were the order of the day – offerings from
Qualcomm, HTC and Lenovo graced the CES floor, including a
fun but not overwhelming immersive experience from Qualcomm
involving a space station environment and game.

Source:
HTC

Our main observation here is that the freedom
resulting from wireless headsets will bring
VR experiences to life in more usable ways.
This, combined with the ability to deliver haptic
experiences via innovations like the Teslasuit
(which simulates touch via electricity), is bringing
us closer to a 4D gaming reality in which movement
is fundamental, and things like gun recoil can
be experienced.

Source:
Teslasuit
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EXPERIENTIAL THEME 1

In our trends for 2018 published in December, we
observed a trend in spaces taking on an 80s vibe in
one of two ways – the dark metallic, minimalist 80s
and the vibrant colorful extravagant 80s. CES has
already proven this trend out. There were many stands
using a very dark dramatic vibe complemented with
neon colors and lights. The best examples of this were
the Toyota stand that looked like it was airbrushed into
existence in 1988 and the Intel space that had a more
updated but still dramatically dark feel.
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The net effect of this creative approach is to create a
feeling of excitement and nostalgic optimism, a throw
back to the days before the Internet revolution when
tech only delivered utopias. It also creates intrigue and
a playful feel, almost reminiscent of being in a club
atmosphere that works well to deliver to the hyped
expectations of CES.

More subtle versions of this trends included juxtaposing
the black metallic frames against lighter, natural woods
and combining that with candy colors or reds. This was
delivered well by XXX, a home technologies brand
from China.
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Living The
Dream
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EXPERIENTIAL THEME 2
Also identified in our trend report was the increasing
use of lifestyle elements in space. At CES this was taken
to the extreme, with highly immersive environments
emerging such as Ford’s Street of Tomorrow, a stand
completely focused on making you feel like you were
outside on a city street complete with café.
At Haier, Samsung and LG, technologies were
showcased in the aspirational environments they
were designed for – minimalist rooms complete with
copies of the Financial Times, Eames-style chairs and
brief-cases were the environments for demonstrating
smart screens and voice-activated air conditioning units.
On some stands it wasn’t even clear what technology
was being showcased in a space, as stairs disappeared
into nowhere. Hyundai had an attractive space that
explained the side benefits of a hydrogen fuel cell car.

Enclosed rooms were used as demonstration spaces and,
while they were almost all transparent so that you could
see the technology and lifestyle within, they would only
take 10-20 people at a time. Nonetheless people were
happy to queue to hear these demonstrations, sometimes
for an hour or more.

As technology becomes less of a story in itself and
more of a commodity, it will increasingly be the lifestyle
represented by the technology that is bought by
consumers. Tech companies will have to help consumers
understand what’s unique about their product via lifestyle
cues rather than better screen resolutions.

AR // VR //
EveryWR
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EXPERIENTIAL THEME 3
There was a LOT of VR at CES. One of the earliest stories
to emerge was the haptic response in the Teslasuit VR
experience which added the missing haptic element
to the virtual reality experience. As always, Samsung
had multiple VR experiences both in the lobby where
they usually showcase entertainment technologies and
in their main display stand. In the lobby, visual and aural
media were combined with a new spinning chair that
mimicked the movement of a cockpit.
On the main stand, the experience was more muted
and disappointing - a VR drive showcasing the HMI that
duplicated a physical display, which could more satisfyingly
be experienced in a nearby buck. Participants floated
above their car seats, which felt a bit amateur.
Intel used AR both to create a photographable moment
and tell complex stories about how their AI is helping
in environmental projects and in racing. It used a tablet
which could be held by presenters or by the public to tell
three different stories using the same physical structure,
and was highly engaging and a fun way of making
complex stories accessible.

Hyundai had a VR experience that was supposed to
dramatize how water is used in their new hydrogen
fueled vehicle the Nexo. It was confusing, made you feel
a bit nauesous, has been done before and didn’t really
explain how the technology works. In addition, it was
really more of a 360-degree film than a VR experience,
which doesn’t go over well at CES.
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CONCLUSION

Use the 80s vibe to communicate a positive vibe. Immerse people
in your vision of how your products are different and the lifestyle
you might live if you owned them and be creative with it. You can
be abstract or literal with it but if you are going to use a virtual
technology make sure it’s not tech for tech’s sake – offer real
content and value and something you couldn’t get in any other way.
Otherwise use analog experiences because their tangible nature still
convinces way more than a half-baked virtual offering.
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To find out more about how we’re applying these learnings and
observations to create unforgettable connected experiences,
contact Katie Streten at katie.streten@imagination.com

